1/48 Tamiya A6M1 Aichi Seiran

By Mike Hanlon
The Seiran was always on odd choice for a model, as only a handful were built.
None ever saw combat. Designed to be launched from specially built
submarines, their intended target was the Panama Canal. When this goal proved
unrealistic, the Japanese re-tasked them for an attack on the US Fleet’s primary
anchorage at Ulithi. The war ended before any attack could be launched. One
final note on the Seiran, the floats were used for training purposes, but if the
aircraft had been in combat, they were to be launched from catapults without
floats.
In 2013 our club had a Build An Old kit theme night. Tamiya first released the
Seiran kit in 1997. I picked one up in August of that year and began to work on it
immediately.
Sixteen years later…
Upon reopening the kit, I discovered that I had assembled the interior and wings.
I had also built the floats. Tamiya thoughtfully provides a weight that fits in either
float to prevent the model from being a tail dragger. The interior was an olive
green color, I started with Tamiya Flat Green and added blue and yellow until I
got something I liked. Tamiya calls for RLM grey for the interior, but the pictures
I’ve seen from the Smithsonian’s restored Seiran make this doubtful.

I added Eduard IJN colored seat belts. Eduard never released an updated
colored interior set for the Seiran, so I tried to use the kit’s decal instrument
panel. In the late nineties, Tamiya included a line of decals called Invisiclear in
all of their kits. These decals were notable primarily for their ability to explode on
contact with water. The instrument panel decal was no exception, so I painted
the dials black and moved on. Despite of the kit’s large canopy, you really
cannot see much detail in the cockpit, so this really didn’t make much of a
difference.
Once the fuselage was assembled, the rest of the kit went together easily. I
painted the leading edge ID panels white and then flat yellow and masked them
off. Tamiya includes the ID panels on the exploding decal sheets, but even if the
decal had worked, they look much better painted on. The underside of the
aircraft was painted with Tamiya XF-76 IJN Grey-Green. The topside was
painted with Tamiya XF-26 Deep Green. The canopy was masked with Eduard
canopy masks, which performed flawlessly and made a potentially tedious task
easy.
Once painting was completed, I glossed the model with Future and gave it an oil
wash. I had planned on using the hinomaru from one of Aeromaster’s sheets,
but found that none matched the size of the kit markings. I had also planned to
resurrect the kit tail code decals using Microscale Liquid Decal Film, but they
were too far gone. I called Tamiya’s customer service line, gave them the sheet
number and a credit card number. They promptly sent me two sheets, which
thankfully are not Invisiclear. Tamiya’s decals worked very well.

Tamiya includes a working cradle for the model that allows it to be presented
without rocking back and forth on its floats.
The completed model is actually quite impressive as with most Tamiya kits a
relatively pain free build.

Maybe its time to finish the Tamiya Beaufighter, it’s only been eighteen years.
Since I started it…

